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1. INTRODUCTION

The Guide for General Managers, Line Managers and Owners of SMEs on How to
Improve the Organizational Climate by Changing their Leadership Style contains useful
theoretical context and interactive self-learning material on how to improve the climate
of an organization.
The Guide is a step-by-step process on how to achieve the improvement of the
organizational climate through developing the leadership style and it can be used as a
tool by employers, HR managers and trainers/consultants in their daily work.
The Guide includes the following sections:
1.

Description of the organizational climate and the definitions of its dimensions

2.

Advice for SMEs owners/managers/line managers and employees on how to
improve the perception of every element of the organizational climate

3.

Description of the steps needed to change the leadership style

4.

Presentation of various organizational structure examples and the relationship
between human resources and the organizational climate

5.

Exercises and case studies for developing a climate-friendly leadership style
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2. THE ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE, ITS IMPACT ON BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE AND ITS DIMENSIONS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to recognize and understand the:
1. Concept of organizational climate
2. Dimensions that mostly influence the organizational climate
3. Significant organizational models
4. Important organizational climate dimensions for SMEs
5. Factors generally influencing the organizational climate

2.1 Organizational climate definition and its dimensions
Research concerning the organizational climate has its origins in the Levin’s field theory.
Organizational climate is people’s perceptions of the organizational environment: what it
feels like to work in a specific organization. To ignite employees’ motivation and sense of
ownership, managers must understand and apply a feedback framework and other
relevant tools to reap the benefits of a positive organizational climate. Organizational
climate refers to the shared perceptions organizational members have about their
organization and their work environment (Robbins, Judge, 2013).
According to Stringer (2001) organizational climate is a set of measurable properties of
the work environment, based on the collective perceptions of the people who work in the
environment and demonstrated to influence their motivation and behaviour.
Therefore, which are these dimensions?
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Types and dimensions of the organizational climate
There exist many dimensions of organizational climate, for example, clarity, commitment,
quality of work life, interpersonal relations, fair rewards, wellbeing etc. By the end of the
1970s, the number of dimensions identified as relevant to organizational climate had
grown quite large and included various facets, such as structure, reward, risk, warmth,
support, standards, conflict, identity, democraticness, autocraticness, supportiveness,
innovativeness, peer relations, cooperation, cohesion, pressure, and many more. New
dimensions were added each time a researcher thought the concept of organizational
climate could be useful for understanding an interesting phenomenon (Ostroff, Kinicki,
Tamkins, 2003).
Koys and DeCotiis (1991) mentioned several dimensions of organizational climate:

Autonomy
Cohesion
Trust
Pressure
Support
Recognition
Fairness
Innovation
Figure 1: Koys and DeCotiis dimensions of organizational climate

According to the prevalence of specific dimensions, organizations assume distinct and
well-defined features which are adequately described by theoretical models. Hereafter,
we have selected to present the most significant models.
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Theoretical models
We can identify several theoretical models which have been developed in the literature
to better classify the dimensions of the organizational climate and their impact on the
organization as a whole.
1. The Human Relations Model (internal focus, flexible orientations) has norms and
values associated with belonging, trust, and cohesion, achieved through means
such as training and human resource development. Coordination and control are
accomplished through empowerment and participation, and interpersonal
relations are supportive, cooperative, and trusting in nature.
2. In the Internal Process Model (internal focus, control orientation) the emphasis is
on stability, where the effects of environmental uncertainty are ignored or
minimized. Coordination and control are achieved by adherence to formal rules
and procedures. The Internal Process Model represents the classic bureaucracy.
3. The emphasis of the Open Systems Model (external focus and flexible orientation)
is on readiness, change and innovation, where norms and values are associated
with growth, resource acquisition, creativity and adaptation.
4. The primary emphasis in the Rational Goal Model (external focus and control
orientation) is on the pursuit and attainment of well-defined objectives, where
norms and values are associated with productivity, efficiency, goal fulfilment, and
performance feedback.
5. In the Hierarchical model of organizational climate by James and James (1989 as
cited in Wojszczak, 2000) four dimensions are pointed out:
 Hierarchical support and facilitate (i.e. hierarchical influence, psychological
influence, trust and manager support, facilitate of cooperation with the
manager, clarity of manager’s goals and facilitate;
 Role stress and non-compliance (role ambiguity, role conflict, role overload,
conflict of subordination in the team, organizational identification, manager
interest and awareness);
 Expectations, tasks and autonomy (work autonomy, work importance,
expectations/tasks and variety);
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 Group cooperation, warmth and friendliness (group cooperation, responsibility
for the effectiveness, warmth and group friendly relations).

Organizational climate dimensions and SMEs
All the above-mentioned organizational climate dimensions were evaluated by project
respondents (line managers, SME owners - general managers, employees from various
SME, participants representing trainers, consultants, and HR employees) during field work
of the OSTESA EU project carried out in Poland, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Italy and
Portugal. Participants of the field work evaluated the importance of 37 dimensions of
organizational climate and indicated the 10 most important (key) dimensions of
organizational climate for SMEs. These are:
1.

Communication - the free sharing of information throughout the organization.

2.

Rewards - the degree to which employees feel that they are being recognized and
rewarded for good work, and that such recognition is directly and differentially
related to levels of performance.

3.

Recognition - the perception that member contributions to the organization are
acknowledged.

4.

Cohesion - the perception of togetherness or sharing within the organization
setting, including the willingness of member to provide material aid.

5.

Support - the perception of the tolerance of member behavior by superiors,
including the willingness to let members learn from their mistakes without fear of
reprisal; the feeling that employees give each other support.

6.

Clarity - the feeling that everyone knows what is expected of them and that they
understand how those expectations relate to the larger goals and objectives of the
organization; a concern with clearly defining the goals of the organization.

7.

Trust - the perception of freedom to communicate openly with members at higher
organizational levels and co-workers about sensitive or personal issues with the
expectation that the integrity of such communications will not be violated.
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8.

Leadership - members of the organization (team) accept the leadership and
guidance of experts, if necessary team members can take leadership roles and are
supported by other employees.

9.

Fairness - the perception that organizational practices are equitable and nonarbitrary or capricious.

10.

Efficiency - the degree of importance placed on employee efficiency and
productivity at work.

11.

Employee welfare - the extent to which the organization values and cares for
employees.

2.2 Factors influencing organizational climate
Leadership style is notably one of the most essential factors directly affecting the
organizational climate. Leadership can be defined as a combination of specific traits,
characteristics, skills and behaviours that leaders use when interacting with their
subordinates (Ojokuku, Odetayo & Sajuyigbe, 2012, p. 203). In one of the first concepts of
leadership, McGregor suggests the existence of two management styles: democratic and
autocratic (Kożusznik, 2002). Current leadership theories point out to other leadership
styles, i.e. charismatic leadership, transactional leadership, transformational leadership,
visionary

leadership,

and

culture-based

leadership

(Bass,

2008).

Original

conceptualizations of climate focused largely on the role of a leader in creating and
influencing the climate. Experimental studies showed that the climate became
increasingly differentiated over time in a manner consistent with the leader’s style.
Leaders or supervisors serve as interpretive filters of relevant organizational processes,
practices, and features for all group members, contributing to the development of
common climate perceptions. By exposing employees to the same policies, practices, and
procedures, leaders act as “climate engineers” or “meaning managers” (Ostroff, Kinicki,
Tamkins, 2003). The management style, the way the organizational work is directed and
coordinated plays a critical role in shaping climate perceptions. Finally, you can find more
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information about leadership styles and their impact on the organizational climate in the
next chapter.
Besides leadership, participants of the field work also mentioned the following factors
that influence the organizational climate:


Effective communication, active listening, understanding;



Peer relations, feedback and friendly environment;



Pleasant, stress-free working environment;



Supervisory support, a sense of support and complementarities in the team work;



Fair and clear assignment of roles, tasks and responsibilities (taking into account
employees predispositions, strengths and weaknesses);



Equal and fair treatment of employees at work place;



Professional growth (development possibilities for employees



Rewards (not only monetarily but also rewards such as a word of gratitude,
additional holiday days) and professional acknowledgement;



Personality, sense of humour, personal culture and morals;



Responsibility, autonomy, trust and respect;

2.3 Difference between organizational culture and organizational climate
It is always difficult to distinguish between organization culture and climate, without
getting drawn into heavy theoretical or abstract analysis; they are intangible features of
an organization’s life and thus, it can be hard to put them into simple terms. However,
they are vital concepts to help us understand more about our organization.
Culture might be described as the foundation upon which any organization is built (as the
roots of a tree). It develops over time and consists of values – stated and implicit - beliefs,
norms and traditions which guide how an organization conducts its business and in turn
how people behave. In simple terms, culture could be described as the personality of the
organization and, often, the culture of a particular enterprise can be traced back to those
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personal values held by the founder, or it is a reflection of the senior management in the
organization.
Although it is somewhat intangible, culture has a significant role in influencing all aspects
of life within the organization and indeed how it interacts with the outside world; think
how different the culture might be in a brokerage firm on Wall Street, from that
pervading within a charitable organization. Consider the various places you may have
worked in your career; they all likely had something unique about them and this is a
manifestation of their culture. In certain jobs, you probably felt very comfortable working
there, in others you might not have felt the same affinity with the organization.
Climate, on the other hand, could be described as something that exists on a surface level
and relates to the here and now; it is about what it feels like to work in the organization.
If culture is the personality, then the climate has more to do with the mood or prevailing
atmosphere within the organization. The climate is prone to more short-term fluctuations
and is determined by many factors which include leadership, structure, rewards and
recognition.

Based

ORGANIZATIONAL
CULTURE
on Anthropology

ORGANIZATIONAL
CLIMATE
and Based on Psychology

Sociology
Members learn and communicate It does not deal with values & norms,
what is acceptable or unacceptable but

mainly

with

the

current

in the organization

atmosphere in the organization

It is long lasting

It is developed through managerial
prescriptions

Figure 2: Organizational climate Vs organizational culture

Understanding the basic differences between culture and climate is immensely helpful for
you as a leader, as it will help you to recognise that a changing culture is a significant
challenge, and may be out of your hands, depending upon your seniority, but you can
greatly influence the climate within your team by choosing a way to lead them. This has
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to do specifically with your overall leadership style but also, in how you design or
improve work practices, recognise and reward performance and how conflict is handled.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION (1): THE PERCEPTION
1. What is the general perception of the climate inside your company in your opinion?
2. What are the main factors affecting such a perception among employees and
collaborators?
3. What is the impact of organizational climate on your company’s identity? Is it
coherent with the business strategy and management expectations?
4. What are the dimensions mostly affecting the organizational climate inside your
company?
5. Is the organizational climate perception coherent with the business and
communication strategy of your company?

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION (2): THE BEHAVIOURS
1. What kind of behaviours are generally rewarded inside your company? Is such a
reward system driven by the will to improve the organizational climate?
2. What mechanisms can you rely on (if you have any) to support those behaviours
which are more aligned with the organizational climate improvement?
3. Do your employees really know the organization’s reward system?
4. Do you have any norms/procedures specifically adopted for promoting the
organizational climate improvement?

Exercise
In the chapter 7. Exercises and reflections you can complete exercise 7.1 Organizational
climate self-assessment, if you want to reflect further upon the interpretation and
meaning of the factors affecting the organizational climate.
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3. Leadership styles and their impact on the organizational
climate

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:
1. Understand the influence of leadership in a positive organizational climate and,
as result, in the organizational performance;
2. Understand the differences between each leadership style;
3. Identify which leadership style is more accurate to each team/organization;
4. Describe the process of supporting a change in a leadership style.

3.1 Popular leadership styles and their effect on the organizational climate
Leadership is as a process of social influence in which the leader instigates the
participation

of

members

towards

the

achievement

of

organizational

goals

(Nanjundeswaraswamy & Swamy, 2014), which it will determine how the team
cooperates as well as the workers’ job satisfaction and commitment towards the
organization. Therefore, team leaders act as “climate engineers” (Ostroff, Kinicki,
Tamkins, 2003).
In order to demonstrate to which extent leadership styles influence the organizational
climate, we will explore three of the primary concepts of leadership – Autocratic,
Democratic and Laissez-Faire, and two more recent – transactional and transformational
leadership (in section 3.2).

(1) Autocratic Leadership Style
The autocratic leadership style is centred in the leader, so that managers take decisions
alone without the input of others – work environment with little or no flexibility and a
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very rigid hierarchy. Leaders possess total authority over the teams and impose their will
on employees (no one can challenge the leaders’ decisions). Once decisions are
communicated to the team members, it is expected a prompt implementation of them.
This type of leader focuses in authoritative and coercive practice with the employees and
promotes a structured set of rewards and punishments (the leader is often associated to
a police officer and not a team leader). The autocratic manager is production-oriented
and task-concerned, socially distant, and he/she is eager for control and power - higher
commitment to procedures/processes rather than to people (Crosby, 1979).
However, this leadership concept can be applied effectively in some cases. The following
figure displays the advantages and disadvantages of the autocratic leadership style:

It can be an effective style to use Should not be used by organizations
when:
when:
New, untrained staff do not know which  Staff demonstrate tension, fear or
tasks to perform or procedures to follow - resent;
need close supervision;
 Staff expect their opinions and
 Staff performing routine tasks that contributions to be heard (in jobs where
certain safety standards or procedures creativity is important and employees
(e.g. industrial plant);
demand decision-making power);
 Ineffective staff, who do not respond to
 Staff demonstrate low motivation,
any other leadership style since they do high turnover, absenteeism and work
not see authority in the leader.
stoppage.


(2) Laissez-Faire Leadership Style
A laissez-faire leader lacks authority over employees and fails to provide regular feedback
to team members. This type of leader provides staff with total freedom, which in turn,
makes the employees adopting a passive/uninvolved position, since there is no
supervision effect. Managers that adopt this leadership style usually abdicate from their
responsibilities and avoid making decisions (Robbins [et al.], 2007).
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Teams work with minimal or no interference – all authority and power is given to the staff
(they define goals, make decisions and solve problems). As result, research shows that
this leadership style is the least satisfying and effective management style (Flouris;
Yalmaz, 2017). Nevertheless, the next figure demonstrates that this leadership style can
be effective under certain circumstances:

It can be an effective style to
use when:

Should not be used by organizations
when:

Staff
is
skilled/experienced
and
motivated specialists;





highly
well-

Staff is trustworthy (usually with
long careers).


Staff is not autonomous;

The leader is not able to provide regular
feedback to employees on their
progression/evolution;


Staff is highly dependent on their
manager regarding important decisions (as
he/she will not be there for that).


(3) Democratic/Participative Leadership Style
The democratic (or participative) leadership style is often placed as a middle-term style.
In other words, the decision-making/problem-solving processes are decentralized and
shared by the members, being encouraged the contributions/suggestions from the team
members (Dele [et al], 2015), which boosts employees’ morale. In addition, a democratic
leader access employees’ performance, so that they can establish goals, recognise
achievements and aim development/progression inside the company.
Bass (1997) advocates that the democratic leader is socially close to his/her employees egalitarian, collaborative, participative and people-oriented. Therefore, employees are
cooperative and show team spirit as well as high morale and motivation to work.
Statistics show that this is one of the most preferred leadership styles, entailing the
following organizational climate dimensions: fairness, competence, creativity, courage,
intelligence and honesty (Nanjundeswaraswamy & Swamy, 2014).
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The following figure presents that the democratic leadership concept is not always the
best one for the team or the organization:

It can be an effective style to use when:


Should not be used by
organisations when:

Staff is highly skilled or experienced;

 Implementing

operational changes or
resolving individual or group problems;
 It's

needed to encourage team building and
participation;
Leader wants to provide opportunities for
staff's personal growth and satisfaction.


Leader can't provide inputs to
employees, individually;


Companies want to apply costeffective processes, since the
decision-making relies in the
manager (and it's not shared);


Leader do not have the trust and
respect from all employees.


(4) Transactional Leadership Style
A transactional leader is always willing to give others something – incentives and rewards
- in return for their efforts and performance (e.g. a raise, promotion or new
responsibilities) in order to encourage team members to continuously improve (Scott,
2003). However, in case of underperformance, both parts are also aware of the possible
punishments. These leaders provide feedback to employees on how to perform the tasks
that are designed by the organization (Chaudhry; Javed, 2012) and their support includes
leading case by case, i.e. leader adapts the rewards and punishments system according to
what each employee needs (Syndell, 2008). The transactional leadership style depends on
the following situations:
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It can be an effective style to use
when:

Should not be used by organisations
when:

 Boosting employees' motivation to

increase
productivity and efficiency within the team
(employees know their efforts will be
recognized);



 Organisational goals demand short-term



Workers have to be creative to perform
their tasks - policies and rules determinated
by the leader are unbendable, which limits
flexibility and do not encourage creativity;

planning, mostly when it's needed to increase
production and decrease costs as short-term
goals are easier to be achieved by employees;

It is expected to listen the
suggestions/contributions given by
employees for the betterment of the
organisation;

 The structure

 Teams show

of the company is clear and
concise, providing straight-forwards
instructions and a hierarchy easy to
understand - easy to track if goals were or not
achieved.

to be emotionally sensitive:
transactional managers build transitory
working relationships than emotional ones,
which can lead to workers' disengagement
towards the company.

3.2 Steps in changing the leadership style

In the next figure, the steps that support a shift from one leadership style to another are
presented. The process of changing the leadership style must comply with the process of
changing towards a positive organizational climate since both must match the
contemporary concept embraced by the transactional leadership style that states that a
leader must adapt his/her management practices according to each employee’s profile
and needs, i.e. according to each situation (McElroy, 2016).
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- Before any attempt to change a leadership style, a correct diagnostic to the
current one must be carried.
- Through this diagnostic, it is possible to identify why a change needs to
take place: Is your leadership style outdated and it requires a rebranding?
Does the organisation wants to increase efficiency and grow sustainable?

DETECT

- Regardless the needs, to develop a better understanding of workers'
capabilities and listening inputs from stakeholders will help to detect what
changes are needed to happen.

- The second step assumes a narrower vision towards the team's
needs. Try to observe and access both soft and hard skills. For
instance, self-motivation, understanding of duties and task/goalsorientation.
- You can also opt for performance tests. this step is crucial to
check if the leadership style you are planning to implement
matches to what the team needs, or if it requires adjustments.

ADAPT

ASSESS THE
TEAM’S NEEDS

- According to the needs of the team, look for small, limited and
controled experiments. Adopt a flexible mindset since this
requires to improvise or adapt leadership style to each
employee, i.e. to each situation. You can choose one team or one
particular project to begin with and apply a stituational leadership.

- Make a decision about which leadership style to
use. it's not advisable to shift from one traditional
style to another, but rather adapt the style to the
situation.

CHOOSE AND
IMPLEMENT

REVISIT AND
REASSESS

- It is essencial that a HR representative or manager
monitor the progress through a serie of
observations and provide recommendations. It is
always beneficial to reassess the original problem
and make the necessary adjustments.

Figure 3: Steps in Changing the Leadership Style

Furthermore, there is a leadership style that plays a supportive role when changing from
one leadership style to another, i.e. the transformational leadership style. This leader is
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able to change the structure of the organization and motivate the current workers to
commit with the new direction. A transformational leader has the following
characteristics:
(A) Personalized leadership style - Give individualized consideration
A transformational leader is someone able to adapt his/her leadership style to the
different personalities, needs and skills of the team. Team leader delegates tasks
according to the respective talents and interests, but also challenges employees to do
extra mile.
(B) Encourage Creativity - Provide intellectual stimulation
This type of leader fosters innovation by helping team members to see problems from a
different perspective and by requiring new ideas and ways of doing things (Dele [et al.],
2015). Leaders build a strong base envisioning a long-term mission, which enables teams
to outperform more than originally intended or thought possible - empowerment
(Stordeur [et al.], 2000).
(C) Guide, Motivate and Inspire - Exude Inspirational Motivation
This leader engages the commitment in a context of shared values/vision while increasing
employees’ motivation, satisfaction and performance (Podsakoff [et al.], 1990). An open
culture with spiritual encouragement is created through communication and relationships
of mutual trust and respect between leaders and employees - high emotional intelligence
(Syndell, 2008), a motivational tool for change.
(D) Concern about employees’ development - Act as a mentor
According to Bass and Avolio (1993), transformational leadership occurs when the leader
holds individual interests on behalf of the team and, at the same time, also pays attention
to the individual needs that workers might have in order to develop and to grow
individually and professionally. Transformational leadership dynamics include delegating,
coaching/mentoring and providing constructive feedback. Additionally, this type of leader
considers the personal wellbeing of team members.
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A transformational leadership style requires:
o To create a supportive environment where responsibilities are shared – the leader is
responsible for the team, but each team member is also responsible for the team
spirit. All of them are responsible to build genuine trust, respect, and inspiration in
each other;
o To break the status quo within the company and come up with innovative strategies,
in a balance between short-term vision and long-term goals;
o To influence positively each other’s performance and business impact, preferably
beyond expectations.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION
1. What is the leadeship style within your organization? Do you believe it is connected
with the organizational climate?
2. Do you follow a specific leadership style or do you combine several different ones?
3. Would you expect that your employees realise how the leaderhsip style of the
organization impacts their performance?

Exercises
In the chapter 7. Exercises and reflections you can find two interesting activities on how
to identify your leadership values and measure behavioural preferences and styles: 7.3
Leadership Values and 7.4 DISC Personality Test – Understanding your behaviour.
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NOTES SECTION
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4. Organizational structure and its connection with the
organizational climate

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to understand the following:
1. Definition of the concept of organizational structure and its function
2. Basic overview of classification of organizational structures
3. Factors influencing the selection of organizational structures
4. Relationship between organizational structure and organizational climate

4.1 Organizational structure
This chapter deals with the relationship between the organizational structure and the
organizational climate. The organizational structure is one of the factors (Stringer, R.
2001) that affect the overall climate in the organization.
There are many different definitions and descriptions of the organizational structure. For
our needs, organizational structure can be defined as a mechanism that serves to
coordinate and manage the members of an organization (Bělohlávek, 1996), i.e. to
define mutual relations and means in fulfilling certain intentions.
The organizational structure makes it possible to:
a) Determine and organize activities
b) Coordinate activities and ensure rational division of labour
c) Assign roles, competencies, responsibilities
d) Coordinate people, resources and activities
e) Track the organization’s activities
f) Respond to changes
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Figure 4: Benefits of having an organizational structure

These criteria are very important when creating or changing the organizational structure.
Graphically, the organizational structure is illustrated by organigrams, which we will
explore further below.

4.2 Classification of organizational structures based on different perspectives
The literature dealing with organizational management theory exhaustively covers all
types and descriptions of organizational structures. We will summarize the basic types of
structures using the classification based on different perspectives.

A. Organizational structures by activity grouping
 Functional organizational structure – a basic organizational form in which workers are
grouped by similarity in their tasks, skills or activities (e.g. production, research,
finance). It is based on the functional specialization of sub-units (departments). Its
advantages include efficiency based on expert specialization and single management.
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Figure 5: Functional organizational structure

 Structure by production (divisions) – it is based on product specialization, each product
type having its own department that provides everything for this product (marketing,
development, supply, production, sales).
Company

Economy

Trade

Production

Research

Division C

Economy

Trade

Research

Economy

Trade

Production

Research

Production

Division B

Division A

Figure 6: Structure by production (divisions)

 Other purpose-oriented structures based on specific needs, for example, of customers,
suppliers, services and points of sale.
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B. Organizational structures by decision-making power and responsibility
 Linear organizational structure – it is based on the principle of a single manager and on
direct responsibility and power, so it precisely defines the relationships of direct
decision-making power.

Figure 7: Linear organizational structure

 Staff structure – managers need support and advice for their qualified decision-making
from specialized professional departments, “staffs”, which have no decision-making or
managerial power and which are only assistants.
 Linear-staff structure – decisive managerial power is based on linear management, but
its assistant staffs also have some precisely defined managerial competencies; tasks
prepared by the staffs are approved by the manager.

Figure 8: Linear-staff structure
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 Matrix structure – one worker can be subordinated to two or more managers. Project
managers choose the most suitable colleagues from other departments to help them
carry out their assigned tasks.
CEO

Project
management

Research and dev.

linear management
functional management
functional synergy

Production

Trade

Project manager A

Workers

Workers

Workers

Project manager B

Workers

Workers

Workers

Project manager C

Workers

Workers

Workers

Figure 9: Matrix structure

C. Organizational structures by management scope
 Tall organizational structure – it has many levels between ordinary workers and the
top management, and each manager has a relatively small number of subordinates.

Figure 10: Tall organizational structure
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 Flat organizational structure – a small number of levels, a large number of
subordinates per superior.

Figure 11: Flat organizational structure

D. Organizational structure by degree of formalization


Formal organizational structure – unambiguously defined superiority and
subordination, responsibilities and powers. It is usually declared using
organizational rules and characterized by organigrams.



Informal organizational structure – created spontaneously in companies and
formed by groups of people of common interest. It influences people’s satisfaction
with the conditions in the workplace, their morale and behaviour, work
motivation and creative participation.

E. Organizational structures by the degree of delegation of power and responsibility


Centralized organizational structure – competences and responsibilities are
concentrated centrally in the hands of a limited number of managers who make all
important managerial decisions.



Decentralized organizational structure – competences and responsibilities are
delegated to a significantly larger circle of managers, with the top management
assuming primarily the control and coordination function.
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F. Organizational structures by duration


Temporary organizational structure – they are expected to be of limited duration,
e.g. projects



Permanent organizational structure

4.3 Factors influencing the effective selection of organizational structures

Creating or changing the organizational structure is part of the strategy and
organizational management. Each structure has advantages and disadvantages. It is
necessary to carefully consider these advantages and disadvantages so that the benefits
are maximized and the disadvantages are minimized. The factors that can have an impact
on the development of the organizational structure are:

Internal
Factors

• company strategy
• production-technical base
• company size
• territorial location

External
Factors

• stability of the business environment
and global competition
• new scientific knowledge and new
technologies
• legislative possibilities

Figure 12: Internal and External factors influencing the selection of organizational structures

4.4 Organizational climate and organizational structure
How is the organizational structure related to the climate in the organization? Let’s use
the diagram in Figure 13 for help.
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As can be seen from the simplified diagram in Figure 12, the organizational structure is an
integral part of the organization. It is a tool for achieving the organization’s goals and
visions. As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, the structure determines the
division of labour and management scope.

Market situation
Customer needs

Company Objectives
Vision
Mission

Organizational
Culture

Strategy

Organizational
Structure and
organizational tools

Organization

Organizational Climate

Figure 13: Organizational climate and the organizational climate

All basic components of the organization, i.e. organizational strategy, organizational
culture, organizational structure and management tools, work in a particular
organizational climate. They form and influence it with their effect and content, and it
then influences the organization’s performance. It is a constant mutual interaction.
Thus, if an organizational structure and the resulting process relationships are completely
or partially non-functional, the organizational climate is also negatively affected.
Exercise
In the chapter 7. Exercises and reflections you can complete exercise 7.2. Organigram, if
you are interested to reflect on the organizational structure in your enterprise, if it is
functional and if it affects the organizational climate.
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5. Human resources – The Leader, the Employee and the Team

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this chapter, you should be able to do the following:
1. Understand the importance of effective team management.
2. Describe the key elements affecting group cohesion.
3. Classify the steps of developing a successful organizational climate.
4. Understand the role of motivation in determining employee performance.
5. Learn about the impact of a positive organizational climate on the individual
wellbeing.

5.1 Human resources and the organizational climate
This chapter will explore the relationship between human resources and the
organizational climate. It is generally acknowledged that the organizational climate has a
crucial impact on the productivity of the employees. In a nutshell, the better the work
environment of an organization is, the more satisfied and productive employees are going
to be. Some important aspects that affect both the organizational climate and the human
resources are the structure and strategies of team management, cohesion and
collaboration and employee motivation and satisfaction. We are going to elaborate
further on each of these aspects below.

Team Management
Team management is the ability of leading a group of people and motivating them to
perform well towards a goal. The art of leadership is the power of influencing others to
do what we want them to do because they really want to do it. The fast-growing structure
of the labour market demands substantial changes at some levels, one of them being the
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traditional way that companies and managers work. The successful leaders of today’s
society should be willing to adapt and improve their team performance by enhancing
their leadership skills.
Teams are usually the core structure of how projects and tasks are carried out within
companies and other organizations worldwide. By definition, a leader/manager can
achieve the set goals through the collaborative resources and efforts of the team.
Subsequently, to manage to work effectively with people for a common goal, you have to
inspire, motivate and influence people, make complex decisions, handle difficult
situations, build strong collaborative relationships and be a good negotiator.

Listening
and
Providing
Feedback

Conflict
Management

Team Member
Selection and
Development

Figure 14: Effective Team Management diagram

To achieve the above, formal authority or position power is not enough. You also have to
be able to influence people without authority and to manage that, you have to draw on
your personal traits and resources. Moreover, you have to develop skills for making
important decisions, managing inter and intra conflicts and providing constructive
feedback to your team.
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Cohesion and Collaboration
A team leader must also be competent in promoting collaboration among the employees
and a cohesive work environment.
Researchers tend to agree that when there is a cohesive organizational climate, there is a
higher probability for the productivity of the group to be significantly improved.
Presumably, when there is a strong cohesive organizational culture, there is increased
motivation for better performance and successful coordination of common activities
(Beal, Cohen, Burke, & McLendon, 2003). Therefore, when working in a cohesive
environment, you have the advantage to share responsibilities and tasks and be more
effective and successful.
The main characteristics of a cohesive work environment are: (1) sharing a collective
identity; (2) mutual trust and respect; (3) desire to remain part of the group; (4) sharing a
sense of a common purpose and (5) efficient communication structure.

sharing a
collective
identity

efficient

mutual
trust and
respect

communication

structure

COHESION

sharing a
sense of a
common
purpose

desire to
remain part
of the
group

Figure 15: Characteristics of a cohesive work environment
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The key elements affecting group cohesion include the following:


Similarity: When team members share similar perspectives and views in terms of
attitudes, values, beliefs and skills, this increases the chances for the team to bond
easily and attain cohesiveness.



Size: Usually smaller groups can achieve cohesiveness easier.



Stability: It is believed that the longer a team stays together, the more cohesive it
can become.



Satisfaction: When the group members are satisfied with each other’s
performance and attitude within the group the communal sense and cohesion
grow stronger.

Developing a successful organizational climate
Further on, developing and maintaining a cohesive organizational climate that will have a
positive impact on the employees of the organization is not an easy task. There is a wellstructured process that a team leader needs to follow along with the use of synergistic
supervision. The diagram below shows the 5 key stages of developing a cohesive team.

Forming

Storming

Norming

Adjourning

Performing

Figure 16: Key stages of cohesive team development
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1. Forming: testing and dependence (ORIENTATION)
This is the first time that the group comes together. The members are introduced to each
other, share information about themselves and form first impressions. During this initial
stage of team development, there is a level of formality and it is essential that the team
leader is very clear about the team goals and provides clear direction to the team
members. This stage should be short in duration, usually a meeting or two.
2. Storming: intra-team conflict (EMOTIONAL RESPONSES)
When forming is done, conflicts begin to emerge due to a number of factors: expression
of individualities, members recognizing the scope of the task, appearance of competition,
tensions, and arguments. On the one hand, if conflict is permitted to exceed controllable
limits, anxiety and tension permeate the group.
On the other hand, if conflict is suppressed apathy and resentment can arise in the team.
The team leader should support the team throughout this stage - ensuring the team
members learn to respect each other’s differences and ideas and listen actively to each
other.
3. Norming: development of team cohesion (EXPRESSION OF OPINIONS)
This is the stage when cooperation emerges - communication and expression of opinions
and the team members begin to have a feeling of membership and feel satisfaction to be
part of the team (cohesion).
The team leader should let the team members start taking communal decisions and at the
same time always check that they are cooperating successfully.
4. Performing: role relatedness (EMERGENCE OF SOLUTION)
At the performing stage, there are high performance levels, interdependency and
collaboration among the team members, strong task orientation and high commitment
towards results. The team leader in this stage shall continue to monitor the progress of
the team and celebrate its achievements to increase the team’s cohesiveness.
5. Adjourning: disengagement (TERMINATION)
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Usually, this is the stage when groups formed either terminate or members move onto a
different direction. The team should celebrate the success of the project/task, use this
time to recollect on what went right or wrong and then gather lessons learned for the
future.

Employee Motivation and Satisfaction
Once you develop a cohesive team, it is essential to help employees feel motivated and
satisfied with their work. This requires solid strategies and actions that must be
introduced gradually and managed constantly. The diagram below illustrates some of the
factors that lead to employee dissatisfaction and satisfaction. When these conditions are
optimal, employee satisfaction, commitment and engagement will increase.

Factors leading to satisfaction
- good organisational climate

- good leadership practices
- creative flexible work environment
- personal development
- support and feedback

Factors leading to dissatisfaction
- poor pay
- poor compensation

- poor work conditions
- poor career opportunities

Figure 17: Factors affecting employee satisfaction and motivation
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5.2 The impact of a positive organizational climate on the individual
wellbeing
The impact of the Organizational climate is considered to be extremely important for the
well-being of the employees. Better organizational climate impacts on the individual
employees’ wellbeing, their accomplishment, self-esteem, career opportunities and thus,
employees turn out to be more motivated, more focused on their tasks and in general
more productive. All in all, a positive organizational climate in most cases encourages
employees’ productivity and turnover.

Organisational
Climate

Individual
wellbeing

Performance

Revenue

Productivity

Figure 18: The Impact of Organizational Climate on employees

The figure above explains the process of the impact of organizational climate on the
individual wellbeing and the performance of employees. However, there are not many
organizations that can evaluate this impact of the organization climate accurately. In
general, organizations evaluate their performance only by taking into account the
productivity and efficiency (Gelade, 2003). Therefore, it is imperative that organizations
and leaders start taking into account the quantitative and qualitative impact that the
organizational climate has on the human resources of an organization and explore ways
to boost it and thus improve their return of investment (ROI) in Human Resources.
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Over the past few years, many organizations have tried to develop their Human Capital
through various strategies like promoting life-long learning and continuous development
of soft skills. Nonetheless, human beings are also highly associated with emotional
aspects. Consequently, the need to explore the roots of these aspects and cover them
through the development of a positive organizational climate is essential, especially
regarding satisfaction and motivation (Permarupan [et al.], 2013).
Of course, it is not an easy task for the organization and the management to design and
promote a positive organizational climate effectively without the support and dedication
of the employees’ themselves. However, by understanding the importance of the
organizational climate they can shift their focus to help employees be motivated, satisfied
and more engaged with their work.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION
1. It is often stated that productivity “comes from challenged, empowered, excited,
rewarded teams of people.” Do you agree with this statement? What are some
other factors that influence the productivity and satisfaction of employees?
2. How important is cohesion for the organizational climate in your opinion?
3. Think of teams in your work environment and compare them in terms of similarity,
stability, size, support, and satisfaction. Which are the most succesful teams?
4. Have you ever been involved in creating a team? If yes, reflect on the process you
adopted and if it was succesful or not.

Exercise
In the chapter 7. Exercises and reflections you can complete exercise 7.5 Leadership
Exercise- The Ethical Dilemma, if you are interested to further explore the issues of team
management, collaboration, employee motivation and satisfaction and clarify some of the
characteristics of a successful leader/ manager in relation to managing the human
resources of a company.
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6. Case studies - positive
organizational climate

and

negative

examples

of

6.1 Positive examples of organizational climate
Case Study 1: Vidis Group
Vidis Group is a Portuguese company founded in 1991 that has four incubated companies (Vidis,
Vidis C, Lodivis and Revidis), developing its activity from cities in the centre of Portugal: Coimbra
and Viseu. Its core business is drinks’ logistic, mainly beer and soda drinks, both
commercialisation and distribution. They represent big national and international brands like
Coca-Cola, Nestea, Aquarius, Powerade and Super Bock, distributing these brands across Portugal
but also in Spain and PALOP countries (Portuguese speaking African Countries).
This company has 80 employees distributed in three pillars of activity: commercial, administrative
and operational. There is a clear bet on the promotion of the business and on the continued and
consolidated growth. For that, Vidis Group has conscience of the importance of keeping the staff
inspired and pro-active in their work, since they feel happier and more committed with the
company’s goals. As a result, they are the biggest company of the sector in the centre of Portugal.
This company presents the following positive leadership style characteristics:
(1) Quality and openness in the relationship with employees (individualized consideration):


“The administration provides us with all possible means and even the impossible ones to work
(…) I’m here for 20 years and they give me big responsibilities and trust me in many things. I
have the company keys, have placed their trust in me and I open the company every day.
That’s a lot of confidence, but also responsibility. I didn’t want to accept them, but they
encouraged me to be responsible.” (salesman);



“We have a relaxed environment but also with rules to obey. Our leader helps and also enters
in those relax moments. He is a very well-humoured person and we feel good and happy with
that” (administrate assistant);



“Our boss does not think hierarchically… When he arrives he says hello to everyone! There is a
lot of closeness between the administration and the other employees. We speak openly…”
(salesman)
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(2) Alignment of all employees with the mission of the company: “We care that our company is
among the best ones (with satisfaction in the voice). If the company is well in the market, we are
very well too! (…) If they give us almost everything, the essential thing for us is to achieve the
goals and so, we must work hard to show that we want the same as them. Pride helps!”
(Salesman)
(3) Transparency in communication – distribution of relevant information through all: “Our
leader makes the difference and explains well what the aims are – he provides good orientation”
(logistics coordinator)
(4) Concern to balance professional and personal life of employees, with high sense of
community and belonging: birthday and Christmas parties, family walks and launching of new
products with the intervention of all employees.


“One of the values that our leader shares with us is that this house must not be seen as
company-employee relationship, but more like a family. This family has a budget and we all
have to contribute to it. (…) If the company is not viable, I also suffer with that.” (Logistic
coordinator);



“If they aren’t happy, they will be unmotivated and that reflects on the sales. We ask if the
employee has any family or health problem… We care and we try to genuinely help! If they are
not mentally well, they have a minor performance.” (Logistic coordinator)

(5) Concern with employees personal development (empowerment) and well-being:


“We treat them as we would like to be treated. There is total freedom, and we facilitate
everything that supports this family.” (President/CEO)



“Leadership helps us to achieve happiness… If we are good inside the company, globally we
feel good. That’s what I feel. The leaders genuinely care with my personal well-being”.
(Administrative assistance).



“There is a program of continuous improvement (…) The natural mistakes are used in training
or formation events. (…) Yes, this company gives me value and trained me; all I know today is
thanks to the leadership of Vidis. There is a lot of training here, both professionally and
humanly.” (salesman)



“Even though career evolution here is not easy, every time we see persons with development
capabilities, we bet on them. Two of our sales chiefs came internally, and we provide them
training and formation for that job” (President/CEO).
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(6) Inspirational motivation, idealized influence (charisma) and intellectual stimulation:


“If we can make 100 we will not make 20, of course! (smiles). There is empowerment for
action. The Vidis leaders are hard-working people who demonstrate this and motivate us.
These are values that are transmitted to us. (…) They are a good example for us... Their ideas
are supported and encouraged.” (administrative assistant)



“The leader is the first one to inspire and positively transmit the goals (…) He started from zero
and developed with passion, dedication and honesty, and we have to keep up with that and
follow his steps. It’s like a father and son relationship: if a father has a dark path, he will never
be able to give the example… And here we have a good example!” (salesman)

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION

1. Which is the name that can be given to the leadership style followed by Vidis Group?
2. Reflect if this leadership style is plausible to implement in your company. If so, what
are the most easy and difficult dimensions to incorporate in the values of your
company, taking in consideration your staff?
3. Should a leadership style be static (independent of the market situation or staff’s
characteristics) or should be adaptable and situational, depending on all these
variables?
4. Think of other positive leadership style suggestions in the guide that Vidis Group could
implement in order to improve even more their staff satisfaction and engagement. You
can consider tools that already exist in your company, for example.
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Case Study 2: MGM Grand - Maintaining Employee Engagement
When Gamal Aziz became president of MGM Grand Hotel & Casino in 2001, Las Vegas was on a
roll—and so was the MGM Grand. The 5,000-room hotel was ringing up USD 175 million a year.
The challenge for Aziz: to take something good and make it even better. For CEO Gamal Aziz, the
challenge is maintaining the MGM Grand's remarkable employee engagement during tough times
for the hotel and for Las Vegas.
Under Aziz, revenue zoomed, and the MGM Grand became the second most profitable hotel on
the strip after the Bellagio. If you ask Aziz what was the single most important factor in the jump,
he won't talk about twirling acrobats or signature dishes such as free-range quail stuffed with foie
gras. His answer is: the employees. Now with times getting tougher in Las Vegas as tourism drops
and gambling revenues fall, Aziz says his people have become even more critical to the company's
success.
"Employee engagement in times of difficulties and severe economic climate is far more
profoundly important now," says Aziz. "Employees are willing to give their all when they are welltreated, appreciated. And the ability to unlock that potential is a competitive distinction…It's their
decisions, their actions, their attitude that really make the difference. Imagine taking 10,000
employees, and each and every one of them wanting to give more. That's really the difference
between [us and] a company that has its employees just punching the clock and trying to get
through the day."
But Aziz, like all managers, is under pressure to justify every cost. Although his hotel is still running
96% occupied, groups are cancelling, and those that do come are spending much less per visit.
That's forced Aziz to economize on some of these successful programs. He still does regular
employee appreciation dinners for top performers, but he's spending about half as much this year
as last. He's started recruiting managers from sister properties to attend his MGM Grand
University as a way to defray the costs of training his own top managers. And he's put on hold one
program training next-generation line managers.
Rank-And-File Insight
Aziz shares with employees the challenges he's facing. Employees, the CEO says, were what got
the hotel to the next level, and they are the key to pulling through hard times. "We will get
through this, we will survive," says Aziz. "Once we get through this, the employees will be the
ones who have gotten us through."
When Aziz arrived in 2001, he quickly sought out rank-and-file insight into the hotel and how it
could improve. A survey of the hotel's 10,000 employees made clear that very little was being
communicated to the staff about the events going on in the hotel on a daily basis, including such
basics as who was staying there, and what the hotel had to offer those particular guests.
Employees sometimes didn't even know what conventions were at the hotel. That made it
difficult for staff to give the level of service that would affect customer loyalty, return visits, and
spending in the hotel.
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Aziz came up with a simple fix. There is a short meeting now at the start of every shift in which
every employee is given the rundown of what's happening in the hotel that day. It's a simple
concept based on meetings restaurants have long held to get waiters up on the daily specials. But
rolled out across 10,000 employees a day, it's a major undertaking.
MGM Programs
The MGM Grand made other moves to help employees grow. In his recent book Closing the
Engagement Gap, co-author and Towers Perrin Managing Director Don Lowman highlights many
MGM programs, including the MGM Grand University that offers dozens of classes on an
invitation-only basis for high achievers. The MGM Grand Leadership Institute is a 24-week
program for executives. And REACH! is the hotel's six-month course on basic supervisory skills for
ambitious hourly workers. All this investment in the staff, along with recognition dinners and
other rewards, have led to more than 90% of MGM Grand employees saying they are satisfied
with their jobs, and 89% saying their work has special meaning. According to the book, 91% report
they are proud to tell others where they work.
"One of the ways we'll get through this dire economic circumstance we find ourselves in is if
leaders set this tone that we're all in this together," says Lowman, who interviewed Aziz for his
book but hasn't done consulting work at the company. (His firm, however, has in the past).
Lowman worked with a multitude of companies as a consultant at Towers Perrin and ranks MGM
Grand among the best at connecting with employees. "It's very easy to say 'let's just whack 15% of
the company.' You can immediately take a lot of costs off your books. But that has a big cost both
on the people doing the whacking [and on the company] in the long term, when you'll need those
people [you let go] again."
In the book, Lowman sites a finding from the firm's survey of tens of thousands of employees in
six countries including the U.S., China, and India: that the No. 1 thing that engages employees is
senior management's interest in their well-being. That trumped career advancement, relationship
with one's direct supervisor, and even pay. Visiting the MGM Grand, Lowman says he found
evidence of that connection in spades. Aziz was impressive, Lowman says, for his tendency to ask
questions and listen to the answers.
Case study written by Nanette Byrnes, “The Issue: Maintaining Employee Engagement.” Bloomberg.com,
Bloomberg, 16 Jan 2009.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION
1. What leadership styles do you observe in the example of Gamal Aziz?
2. Can you reflect on the impact of the human resource approach in this case
study?
3. What would be your approach if you were in the position of the president of
MGM Grand Hotel & Casino concerning the human resources of the company?
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6.2 Negative examples of organizational climate
Case Study 3: Enron Corporation
Enron Corporation was an American energy, commodities and services company based on
Houston, Texas. It was founded in 1985 and filed for bankruptcy in November 2001. Until that
moment, IT employed approximately 20,000 staff and was one of the world’s major company on
that sector, with clamed revenues of nearly $101 billion during 2000 – it was even considered the
most innovative company in America for six consecutive years. So, it is considered one of the
biggest failures in the world of business history of US.
Bad leadership was considered to be the reason for the failure of this organization. The CEOs,
Kenneth Lay and Jeffrey Skilling, were ruthless and engaged in worst form of self-promotion,
hiring young people and following work regimes stretching up to 80 hours a week. The employees
were made to believe that they were part of world changers, but at the same time, employees
were fired at whims of managers. The leadership at the helm was responsible for creating an aura
of invincibility and to promote the idea that everything was fair in order to become the biggest
company on the planet.
Throughout his career, Lay had been a supporter of free market and fervently advocated
deregulation of energy market. His passion for it and the expected profit clouded his ethical
judgment when he was at the helm of Enron. And that unethical top management at Enron
destroyed the culture and passed a wrong message to the employees. Because of such attitude of
the top leaders and permeation of bad culture, employees at the lower levels mimicked unethical
behaviour in order to meet their aggressive compensation targets. The culture at Enron
encouraged internal competition and allowed cheating, so that everyone started following that.
The CEOs promoted achieving short term goals at any cost, engaging the following actions that
eroded the culture and ultimately led to downfall of the company:


With the sole aim to achieve short term financial goals, they put the company and
employees at risk by engaging in malicious practices;



They engaged in financial tweaking in order to inflate the performance of Enron. This
created a bubble that ultimately busted;
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It was made sure that top leaders earn their incentives even during bad times, by playing
with performance measurement metrics and targets. The top leaders and senior
executives were paid very high salaries, with large bonuses and huge expense accounts.

When it was clear to the top leaders that the company may go down, Lay started selling Enron
shares and, ate the same time, he encouraged employees and investors to buy the stock. He was
used to have an extravagant lifestyle through money from Enron, and also engaged in worse form
of nepotism by forming whole companies in order to engage family and friends.
Skilling was the main driver behind the inflated financial statements of the company and
propaganda of false impression of company performance. He recognized the revenue from any
future deal and included net present value of the future projects in the earnings. Also, Skilling
directed Enron’s traders to create false energy shortage by manipulating electricity market of
California, so that it was able to increase energy prices. At the same time, the leaders take every
opportunity to make more money by engaging in special entities and fake partnerships.
Overall, the acts of these CEOs created a culture of fraud and manipulation that permeated the
whole organization and encouraged unethical behaviour among the employees. Though there
was a code of conduct and ethics at Enron, it was reduced to a mere document. They both
followed the policy of making money for themselves in any way and eliminating any voice that
emerged against them.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION
1. What were the main leadership problems observed in Enron Corporation?
2. Which leadership style would have been helpful to implement in order to
revitalize Enron?
3. What leadership measures/practices could have prevented the collapse of
Enron?
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Case Study 4: A Leadership Case Study – How HR Caused Toyota Crash
Unless you have been living off the planet Earth, you have probably already read or heard about
several mechanical failures in Toyota automobiles that led the auto maker famous for quality to
recall nearly nine million cars worldwide. In addition, poor handling of the issue in the public eye
has damaged the automaker’s brand reputation and caused sales to decline to their lowest point
in more than a decade.
This think piece wasn’t written to inform you further about the mechanical failures, but rather to
reflect on the following premise:
Toyota’s current predicament is a result of poorly designed practices and weak execution on the
part of the human resource department: “To find the root cause, you must look beyond gas
pedals”.
In any situation where employees fail to perform as expected, investigators must determine if the
human error could have been caused by factors beyond the employee’s control. Such external
factors might include actions by senior management, lack of adequate information or job training,
faulty inputs to the process, or rewards that incent actions not in line with documented goals.
BusinessWeek estimates that Toyota is losing USD 155 million per week as a result of their recent
recall and in the weeks leading up to this article Toyota had lost nearly USD 30 billion in stock
valuation. The long-term impacts of the root causes that led to Toyota’s current situation could
cost the company hundreds of billions of dollars.
The mechanical failures were known to Toyota leaders long before corrective action was taken,
and many close to the issue are indicating that the company took decisive action to hide the facts
and distort the scope of the problem. The underlying problem of failing to act on this critical
information in a manner consistent with Toyota’s brand is again a rewards issue similar to that at
Enron. When the organization disproportionately rewarded managers for cost-containment
versus sustaining product quality, it created the incentive for everyone involved to ignore the
facts and to deny that a problem existed. Employees who are well-trained and subject to balanced
rewards and performance monitoring systems would not have allowed the situation to grow as it
did.
The Eight HR Processes That Contributed to Toyota’s Downfall
Rewards and recognition — The purpose of any corporate reward process is to encourage and
incent the right behaviors and to discourage the negative ones. It’s important for the reward
process to incent the gathering of information about problems. It’s equally important to reward
employees who are successful in getting executives to take immediate action on negative
information.
Training — The purpose of training is to make sure that employees have the right skills and
capabilities to identify and handle all situations they may encounter. Toyota is famous for its fourstep cycle — plan/do/check/act — but clearly the training among managers now needs to focus
more on the last two. In addition, in an environment where safety is paramount, everyone should
have been trained on the symptoms of “groupthink” and how to avoid the excess discounting or
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ignoring of negative external safety information. Key question — If Toyota’s training was more
effective, would the managers involved have been more successful in convincing executives to act
on the negative information received?
Hiring — The purpose of great hiring is to bring on board top-performing individuals with the high
level of skills and capabilities that are required to handle the most complex problems. Poorly
designed recruiting and assessment elements can result in the hiring of individuals who sweep
problems under the rug and who are not willing to stand up to management. Key questions — Did
Toyota have a poorly designed hiring process that allowed it to hire individuals who were not
experienced in the required constructive confrontation technique?
The performance management process — The purpose of a performance management process is
to periodically monitor or appraise performance, in order to identify problem behaviors before
they get out of hand. If the performance measurement system included performance factors to
measure responsiveness to negative information, Toyota wouldn’t be in turmoil today. Key
questions — Was the performance appraisal and performance monitoring process so poorly
designed that they did not identify and report groupthink type errors? Did Toyota’s famous high
level of trust of its employees go too far without reasonable metrics, checks, and balances?
The corporate culture — The role of a corporate culture is to informally drive employee behaviors
so that it closely adheres to the company’s core values. Because these errors occurred under
difficult driving conditions, it’s hard to blame the production group, which has a well-known
reputation for Six Sigma quality in its construction. As a result, it is the culture within the
corporate offices that need to be more closely monitored rather than assuming that the culture
was aligned. Key questions — Did HR’s failure to measure or monitor the corporate culture
contribute to its misalignment? Was the corporate culture (the Toyota Way) so biased toward
positive information that employees learned not to make waves, in spite of their professional
responsibility to be heard on safety issues?
Leadership development and succession — The purpose of leadership development and
succession planning processes are to ensure that a sufficient number of leaders with the right
skills and decision-making ability are placed into key leadership positions. It is likely that the
leadership development and the promotion process both failed to create and promote leaders
who were capable of confronting problems and making difficult decisions. Key question — Was
the leadership process at Toyota so outdated that it produced the wrong kind of leaders with
outdated competencies, who could not successfully operate in the rapidly changing automotive
industry?
Retention — The purpose of a retention program is to identify and keep top performers and
individuals with mission-critical skills. Key question — Did the retention program ignore people
that brought up problems and as a result, did these whistle-blowers often leave out of
frustration?
Risk assessment — Most HR departments don’t even have a risk assessment team whose purpose
is to both identify and calculate risks caused by weak employee processes. Clearly HR should have
worked with corporate risk management at Toyota in order to ensure that employees were
capable of calculating the long-term actual costs of ignoring product failure information. Key
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question — Should HR work with risk-assessment experts and build the capability of identifying
and quantifying the revenue impacts of major HR errors, including a high hiring failure rate, a high
turnover rate among top performers, and the cost of keeping a bad manager or employee?

Toyota’s problems are not the result of a single individual making an isolated mistake, but rather
due to a companywide series of mistakes that are all related to each other. So many corporate
functions were involved, including customer service, government relations, vendor management
and PR, that one cannot help but attribute the crash of Toyota to systemic management failure.
The key lesson that others should learn from Toyota’s mistakes is that HR needs to periodically
test or audit each of the processes that could allow this type of billion-dollar error to occur.
Case study written by John Sullivan, “A Think Piece: How HR Caused Toyota to Crash.” ERE Media, 23 July 2015.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION
1. What were the main factors that affected Toyota and lead to the company’s
failure in your opinion?
2. Did the leadership of Toyota have a main role in the respective failure? If yes,
what leadership measures could help Toyota to prevent similar disasters?
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Case Study 5: Leadership and the organizational climate
The CEO of an enterprise that produces fine mechanical devices for the textile industry is
convinced that there is basically a consensus amongst the management. “Yes, there are some
minor differences among them. However, these are not factual issues, but disagreements due to
the different personality traits of the individuals.” The question about the main strategic goals of
the organization is answered quite stereotypically by the management members: “We have to be
the best, we have to make it, we have to show what we can do,” which says very little. When
asked about other goals, the managers show significant differences.
The Production Director demands that “... the current level of production be primarily
maintained. It is not possible to constantly hamper production by new and new innovations. They
lead to a drop in productivity and have an impact on staff remuneration”. The HR Director, who
came from production and who mainly focuses on the security for the company’s staff, shares the
Production Director’s view. He knows that it is not possible to postpone innovation forever but is
afraid of any decline in salaries and dismissal of the staff – the people he has worked with for
many years.
The Technical Director advocates the introduction of demanding state-of-the-art technologies
that are the only ones to “get the company to the top of technical development. We have to
move from the prehistoric technical level at any cost, even if it means a temporary drop and layoffs”. The Sales Director has a similar requirement – he primarily wants to be able to compete
with competitors, is more cautious about rapid introduction of new technologies that haven’t
been tried and tested, and calls for certain, not very vigorous, technological changes that will
allow the company to be successful in the market at least in the near future.
The CEO is somewhat helpless, trying to find a compromise among these views. He himself
believes that the best goal for the enterprise would be to attract foreign capital and to focus on
the introduction of quality standards, which would solve all problems over time.
Operational problems are constantly discussed in the company’s management, because any
discussion of vital issues always ends up in an argument or a short-term compromise. However,
constant shuffling around and manoeuvring between different strategies only delays the solution,
gradually destroying the company.
Case study written by F. Bělohlávek (1996) Organizační chování. Olomouc. Rubico.

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION
1. Is the organizational climate only related to the managers or can it also affect
ordinary workers?
2. What would help to improve the organizational climate? Who should be
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involved in climate improvement and how?
3. What is the level of the differences among the top management members? Is it
regarding the mission, vision, strategic goals, medium-term goals or short-term
goals?
4. What are the probable consequences of the management disagreements for
the company?
5. What measures would you recommend to this company?
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7. Exercises and reflections

7.1 Organizational climate self-assessment- The organizational village

Objectives and Description
Using the metaphor of the “village” to promote a self-reflection process aimed at
supporting managers and owners to better understand how their organization is
structured, focusing, in particular, their attention on the internal areas, departments and
processes, as well as on their way of interacting. Such an exercise is based on the
assumption that the way an organization is physically structured has a high influence on
the communication processes and interaction mechanisms and these ones can deeply
affect the organizational climate and the way in which this is perceived by people.
Guide for Debriefing
Take briefly into account the suggested picture representing an ideal village. Then focus
your attention on the main buildings and infrastructures (roads, bridges, but also woods,
green areas…) that you can identify. Imagine finally that the village could be compared
with your organization and reflect upon the following points:
 Where is the centre of power based (in the example represented by the
municipality)?
 How and where are the functional areas structured (in the metaphor represented
by village districts)?
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What are the connections (i.e. the roads in the picture) between the centre of
power (the municipality) and the functional areas (the districts)?
What is and where is eventually located the source of motivation and
organizational commitment (i.e. the church could represent this)?
Does your organizational model include and promote spaces for creativity, relax or
reflection (in the example the green and woody areas could be adopted as a
metaphor of leisure and free time)?
Do we have walls dividing the organization from the surrounding space? Do we
have walls between or even inside the organizational functions?

Take a piece of paper and take note of the above-mentioned remarks. Then review the
same process trying to identify the areas of improvement, basing your considerations on
the suggested metaphor. This a check list of questions that could support you:
 Is the centre of power and authority (for example the boss office) opened and
integrated with the rest of the organizational village?
 Do we have an effective system of roads and infrastructures to connect the
functional areas with each other and with the leader’s office?
 Could we regard the existing network of green and leisure areas as effective and
capable to effectively contribute to people’s wellbeing?
 Do we have walls, dividing the organization from the surrounding space? Are these
walls useful to our aims? Do we eventually have walls inside the organizational
village?
 Is there a physical space which represents the source of our motivation and
engagement?
Time required: Approximately 30 minutes
Results/Reflections:
The suggested exercise will help participants and managers to understand better their
organizational model. In particular, as mentioned above, it will be useful to understand:
- If the leadership style can be defined as democratic or not
- If the communication system is efficient and capable to reach each area of the
organization
- If the internal atmosphere is stimulating and engaging
- If the internal structure of the organization is marked out by barriers, or if,
organizational areas and departments interact and cooperate freely and without
any obstacles.
Starting from this analysis, it will be then possible to fine-tune adequate action plans and
strategies aimed at improving the current situation.
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7.2 Organigram
Objectives and Description
The objective of this exercise is to reflect if the organizational structure in your enterprise
is functional and if it affects the organizational climate.
Guide for Debriefing
1. Create an organigram of your company, including the following details:




date when the organigram was created,
name of the company or company part you are describing,
author’s name.

2. Using Table B, focus on the points listed in this table. Mark the appropriate row if you
think you are experiencing these consequences.
3. Then look at the points listed in Table A and mark the relevant row if you think you
have deficiencies in this area.
4. Compare your organigram and the completed tables.
5. Try to record in your organigram where your structure does not work, namely:




in horizontal lines,
in vertical lines,
in content parts between lines (product, activity, function, etc.).

6. Consider the extent to which these deficiencies in the organizational structure affect
the organizational climate and what the consequences are for the company. Use Tables A
and B for help.
7. Propose a solution to the problem.

Time required: Approximately 60 minutes
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Table A- Consequences of insufficient organizational structure
Insufficiently defined competencies and responsibilities
Insufficiently defined job profile
Poorly created positions not corresponding to the functional focus
Employees’ possible manipulation with their positions
Missing order and management principles
Too wide management scope
Inadequate management structure
Long hierarchical chains
Illogical relationships of subordination and superiority
Vacant functions or positions

Table B - Secondary consequences of insufficient organizational structure
Low motivation and lack of working morale
Late or bad decisions
Bad or no coordination
Insufficient response to opportunities or changes
Increased costs and impact on wages
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7.3 Leadership Values
Objectives and Description: The objective is to identify the leadership values that
motivate the actions of the leaders – it is important that leaders clarify their own sense of
leadership values.
Time required: 15 minutes
Guide for Debriefing: Circle five values listed below that best complete the following
sentence:

“________________ is a cornerstone in my approach to leadership.”

ACHIEVEMENT
ADVENTURE
CHALLENGE
CONTROL
CREATIVITY
ECONOMIC BALANCE
FAIRNESS
FREEDOM
HAPPINESS
HARD WORK
HONESTY
HARMONY
INVOLVEMENT
ORDER

AFFECTION
COMFORT
CONFORMITY
COOPERATION
DIRECTNESS
EXPERTNESS
FLEXIBILITY
FRIENDSHIP
HELPFULNESS
INDEPENDENCE
INTEGRITY
LEADERSHIP
MORALITY/ETHICS
LOYALTY

PREDICTABILITY
RESPONSIBILITY
RESPONSIVENESS
PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT
POWER
RECOGNITION
RISK
SELF-RESPECT
VARIETY
SECURITY
TRADITION
TRUST
WISDOM

Results/Reflections:
Analyse the 5 values that you have chosen and associate them with a leadership style
(described in the chapter 3). After that, please answer to the following questions about
yourself:
–
–

Do all the selected values reflect the same leadership style, or do they represent a
mix of leadership styles?
Which kind of leader do I want to be?

Next, please consider your team members and ask yourself:
–
–
–

Is my current leadership style the best one to deal with my team?
Am I adapted to the team member’s needs and individualities?
Is there any characteristic of my leadership style that I should change?
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7.4 DISC Personality Test – Understanding your behaviour
Objectives and Description: The DISC Personality Test is used to measure behavioural
preferences and styles. It is a simple auto test based on two questions:
–

Are you a task oriented person or people oriented?

–

Are you an active or passive person?

These two questions help to find out which “quadrant” the person (in this case the leader
is in: whether he/she is a (D)ominant, (I)nfluential, (S)teady or (C)onscientious person.
Time required: 20 minutes (including answering the test and reflection about the results).
Instructions: There are 15 sets of adjectives below. For each set of 4 adjectives in row,
choose the one that best describes you. At the end of the test, count the number of
checks you have in each column and add them together. The column that has most of
your checks represents your personality.
1

Strong-willed

Persuasive

Kind

Humble

2

Independent

Sociable

Pleasant

Cooperative

3

Bold

Lively

Loyal

Passive

4

Competitive

Cheerful

Obliging

Open-minded

5

Daring

Humorous

Calm

Precise

6

Pioneering

Trusting

Lenient

Tolerant

7

Persistent

Entertaining

Obedient

Neat

8

Energetic

Sociable

Lenient

Peaceful

9

Risk taker

Good-mixer

Patient

Precise

10 Determined

Energetic

Self-controlled

Systematic

11 Aggressive

Charismatic

Good-natured

Careful

12 Restless

Talkative

Controlled

Conventional

13 Decisive

Popular

Neighborly

Organized

14 Adventurous

Friendly

Moderate

Receptive

15 Brave

Inspiring

Submissive

Shy
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Results/Reflections:
(1) Most checks in the first column = Dominant Leader
A dominant leader generally is a direct, positive and straightforward person. He/she likes
to be in charge, do things fast and wants immediate results for his/her efforts. Leader is a
determined and independent person who likes to solve problems and face challenges.
People who belong to this category are the kind of strong and entrepreneurial leaders, so
that they are very important for organizations. They are oriented for results and do
everything efficiently. However, they have very low patience and may cause some
conflicts between people due to their strong and very task oriented personalities.
(2) Most checks in the second column = Influential Leader
An influential leader is oriented for people. He/she is friendly, sociable and define
themselves by existing relationships and social contact. This type of leader can get along
well with most part of people because they are generally interested in people.
These leaders are important in an organization because they bring the human touch to it.
They can make newer people feel welcome and help creating a sense of belonging: they
are essential to building a relationship-based organization. However, these people are
generally not so efficient at doing tasks: they are generally less meticulous and would
miss out certain details in their work.
(3) Most checks in the third column = Steady Leader
Steady leaders generally support their teams and do their work behind the scenes. They
are loyal, have good self-control, often good listeners and tend to want to avoid
disagreements and conflicts. Because of that, it is important to have them in
organizations, so that they can manage conflicts and be supportive. However, they
generally would prefer to do support roles (like managerial roles or as assistants to heads
of departments), and not be leaders.
(4) Most checks in the fourth column = Conscientious Leader
Conscientious leaders are very useful in any organization, since they are precise and given
to detail. They are very systematic and communicate a lot with their teams when
performing a project. Like the steady leaders, they prefer to avoid conflict and tend to be
more accommodating. What it comes to planning, they are very future orientated, able to
see things from a different perspective and have foresight about particular events or
scenarios that might arise.
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Notes:
This test can be used to access leaders’ personality but can also be done by the leaders to
their teams. When people/team colleagues understand each other’s strengths and
weaknesses, they will be more willing to adapt and compromise for each other’s
shortcomings. To the leader, this helps him/her to understand that there are different
personalities and leverage on each of their strengths to make his/her team stronger.
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7.5 Leadership Exercise- The Ethical Dilemma
Objectives and Description: To clarify some of the characteristics of a successful leader/
manager in relation to managing the human resources of a company.

Time required: approximately 45 minutes

Guide for Debriefing: Read the scenario below and take your time to think about its
context and main assumptions and then answer the questions provided.

SCENARIO
Imagine that you are a manager in a retail company and Anna is your “trusted assistant.”
You have many things in common work-wise and you also went to the same college.
Therefore, you can trust Anna to support you in the decision-making process, help you
and be honest with you. Due to the fact that you highly trust her, you do not supervise her
work all the time and let her do her work the way she considers best, even when that is
contradictory to your methods and approach.
In the past few days you decided to promote Anna as the assistant manager of your
department. However, when you shared this with a co-worker in the department, there
seemed to be controversial views on the subject. Anna is not highly appreciated by her
colleagues as they consider that she doesn’t put as much effort into her work as other
people, she orders people and often gives them her work load and it seems like she is
favoured unfairly by the management.
Questions:
1. What is your overall outtake on this situation?
2. Would you promote Anna or not?
3. Would you address this situation with everyone at your department?
4. What would be the best approach to handle the situation?
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